Transient blockage of proliferative signalling: a novel strategy for protective chemotherapy.
An intact proliferative signalling pathway is essential to the growth of all normal cells, but is often not required by tumor cells. This fact was used to devise a protective chemotherapeutic protocol potentially applicable to all tissues. Four treatments were chosen to temporarily disrupt proliferative signalling. They acted either upstream, at, or downstream of cellular ras activity. As expected, the cell cycle progression of normal cells was temporarily interrupted, while those cells transformed by tumor genes, or tumor cells themselves often were not affected. During these cell cycle blocking treatments the cells were exposed to the topoisomerase inhibitor m-AMSA. This anti-cancer drug is selectively toxic to cycling cells. In each case the tumor cells were selectively killed as judged either by their ability to incorporate labeled thymidine, replate, or grow. These studies suggest new ways to utilize current drugs or search for new ones.